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JUST DO IT.



I’m to busy…
What’s a podcast?
I hate my voice…

Who wants to listen to me anyway?
How do you even do that?

Don’t we need funding?
No one will listen…
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JUST DO IT.









Sometimes You Need to Build 
the Airplane as You Fly It



















“You can’t create palliative care clinicians out 
of thin air…”



Or maybe you can…
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Initially ED based but quickly 
changed to ICU

Initially shift based but 
changed to longitudinal care

Initially single consultant to 
team-based consultant care



Sometimes You Need to Build 
the Airplane as You Fly It







Sometimes the most important 
support is largely unseen
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Therapeutic Presence





THERAPY 

to Phillip

You attribute my recovery

to nor trip tyline –

its effect on neurotransmitters,

on the a myg dala.

You barely nod towards your worth insisting

on blood levels,

on a therapeutic dose.

While I credit half our success

to the pear tree blossoming white

beyond your left shoulder,

to the wisteria –

its pink flowers hanging

lush and fragrant

over the portico,

to the warmth of your hand.

John Wright



Sometimes the most important 
support is largely unseen







Let it go and come 
back to now







On Being Deeply Attentive







Let it go and come 
back to now







The way you ask a 
question nudges people 
to a particular response







The way you ask a 
question nudges people 
to a particular response

Nudging

Using heuristics, biases, or cognitive shortcuts to 
nudge a person toward a particular decision, 
without removing choice

Unavoidable - Neutrality Is Impossible



Example Heuristics and Biases

Anchoring When the first piece of information presented influences or anchors subsequent judgments 
and decisions

Status quo/default bias The tendency to stick to a “default” option rather than making an active choice.

Messenger effect When the person delivering a message greatly influences the observer’s subsequent 
decisions because of some attribute(s) of the messenger (e.g., the messenger is similar to the 
observer or is an authority figure).

Framing effect A shift in judgments and decisions based on the same information being presented in a 
different way.

Bandwagon effect/power
of social norms

When an individual’s decisions are shaped by what those around them are doing.



An LVAD Discussion

Your doctor flashes a toothy smile and tells you that he too, like 
you, studied philosophy as an undergraduate and enjoys 
spending time hiking in a local state park.

He talks with you about an upcoming LVAD decision, discussing 
the risks and benefits. Then the doctor says, “Most people like 
us who are young and active, would never get the device, at 
least not until it’s the last resort. But I don’t have to tell you 
that. You’ve seen a lot.”  

Your doctor says that he will tell the rest of the medical team to 
hold off before going into that direction but that you should let 
him know if you feel differently after you’ve had a chance to 
review the decision aid. 

He leaves a form with you that has decline the LVAD checked as 
the default, but lets you know that if you want to, you can 
scratch it out and change the selection.



What are the nudges?



An LVAD Discussion

Your doctor flashes a toothy smile and tells you that he too, like 
you, studied philosophy as an undergraduate and enjoys 
spending time hiking in a local state park.

He talks with you about an upcoming LVAD decision, discussing 
the risks and benefits. Then the doctor says, “Most people like 
us who are young and active, would never get the device, at 
least not until it’s the last resort. But I don’t have to tell you 
that. You’ve seen a lot.”  

Your doctor says that he will tell the rest of the medical team to 
hold off before going into that direction but that you should let 
him know if you feel differently after you’ve had a chance to 
review the decision aid. 

He leaves a form with you that has decline the LVAD checked as 
the default, but lets you know that if you want to, you can 
scratch it out and change the selection.

Messenger 
effect

Social Norms & 
Appeal to Ego

Status 
quo/default 
bias



The way you ask a 
question nudges people 
to a particular response





The hardest discussions are some 
of the most important to have











The hardest discussions are some 
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Don’t Just Focus On 
What Works





Carson et al. JAMA. 2016;316(1):51-62









Don’t Just Focus On 
What Works





Lighten Up















Lighten Up







The responsibility for 
change lies with us 







Distrust



Distrust -> Trustworthiness 





The responsibility for 
change lies with us 





If You Had A Magic 
Wand…



What would you change with 
a magic wand?









What would you change with 
a magic wand?




